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Cognizant Named a Boomi 2021 Worldwide Spotlight Partner

Boomi™, the intelligent connectivity and automation leader, has honored Cognizant with the 2021 Boomi
Worldwide Spotlight Partner Award at the Boomi Global Partner Summit 2021. This award recognizes Cognizant
for the expansion of Boomi’s client ecosystem and creating tremendous impact for client’s businesses.

Cognizant has been integral in bringing intelligent connectivity and accelerated business outcomes to clients.
With its strong innovation and delivery capabilities, coupled with a consulting-driven approach in solving
business problems and delivering transformative solutions leveraging Boomi, Cognizant has helped several
clients achieve multiple business benefits such as improved productivity, better performance, real-time
transaction processing, and optimized workflow and business processes.

Boomi Partner Award winners were unveiled during the virtual Boomi Global Partner Summit, which was held
December 9, 2021. Cognizant was recognized as an innovative partner that successfully utilizes the breadth of
t h e Boomi AtomSphere Platform to enable Integrated Experiences, creativity and innovation, scope and
complexity, and environmental or social impact. The award acknowledges Cognizant for excellence in
developing, marketing, and delivering transformative digital solutions and integrated experiences driven by
Boomi while engineering modern businesses to improve everyday life in today’s digital economy. 

“On behalf of Boomi, it is my pleasure to honor one of our leading strategic partners, Cognizant, with a 2021
Worldwide Spotlight Partner Award,” said David Tavolaro, vice president of global business development at
Boomi. “Cognizant continually produces thought leadership and innovation that goes beyond convention. Their
viewpoints, capabilities and execution expertise on complex Hybrid Cloud Architectures and Integrated
Experiences have been instrumental in helping clients succeed on their digital transformation journeys. We
can’t wait to see what comes next.”

“We are excited to receive this award from Boomi and look forward to continued momentum with our clients in
delivering best-in-class, cloud-based offerings,” said Jagannath Bharadwaj, VP and Global Delivery Leader,
Cognizant’s Integration and Process Management (IPM) Practice. “We value our relationship with Boomi and
look forward to continuing our work together in providing these amazing cloud-based solutions to address our
clients’ complex business challenges.”

“We’re pleased to be recognized by Boomi for our commitment to helping clients digitally transform their
businesses leveraging Boomi,” said Alfredo Reyes, VP and Practice Leader, Cognizant’s Integration and Process
Management (IPM) Practice. “Our team is committed to power hybrid-cloud ecosystems for our enterprise
clients, and to help them engage more effectively with their partners and customers to drive business growth,
and to succeed in their digital transformation journeys.”
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